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Marlena Gonzales Tamron:  

Good evening, I'm Marlena Gonzales Tamron. I'm Assistant Curator for Film and Video here. I'd like to welcome you                   

to the Regis Dialogue tonight with our distinguished guests Haile Germina and Arthur Jafa. Every year for the past                   

four years Walker Art Center has taken part in the annual Juneteenth Celebration in the Twin Cities. Last year we                    

curated two programs. The International Black Cinema featuring new films from Africa. And Black Notes in Film                 

where we featured films and videos from the African diaspora. 

Marlena Gonzales Tamron:  

This year, we're proud to bring you a retrospective on one of the most respected black filmmakers of our time, Haile                     

Gerima. Haile Gerima was born in Gondar, Ethiopia 1946 and grew up performing in his father's theater troupe. He                   

immigrated to the U.S. and began making his films in the early seventies for the past 20 years he has pioneered a                      

style of diasporic African cinema that freely crosses the boundaries of traditional film genres. 

Marlena Gonzales Tamron:  

Gerima is a man of many facets; actor, film and theater director, writer, and editor of all these films, thus far. His films                       

have been hailed as creating a new black cinema and his newest film Sankofa, which premiered here last week, is                    

the realization of a dream and a project that Gerima had been planning for 15 years. So, for the past 20 years as a                        

filmmaker and a professor at Howard University, Gerima has continued to advocate for a black cinematic language.                 

As one of the major players in what film historian[s] refer to as the Los Angeles Rebellion in black cinema in the early                       

seventies. 

Marlena Gonzales Tamron:  

Gerima, along with UCLA colleagues like Charles Vernan, spearheaded a black independent cinema movement,              

which writer Clyde Taylor described, "Stood out for the assurance for which they say black cinema spoken here". 

Marlena Gonzales Tamron:  

Arthur Jafa, or AJ as he's called by friends, is an accomplished cinematographer and an emerging filmmaker. He has                   

put his cinematic stamp on such films as Julie Dash's Daughters of the Dust, John Akomfrah's Seven Songs From                   

Malcolm X, Isaac Julian's The Darker Side of Black, and most recently, Spike Lee's Crooklyn. He makes his                  

directorial debut with Slowly This featuring Twin City Space, writer performing artists, David Mora and Alex Bay,                 

which is featured just this week at the Twin Cities Black Film Festival. AJ also brings a unique perspective to the                     

works of Haile Gerima. Not only as a cinematographer and filmmaker, but as one of the many young talented                   

filmmakers who have been mentored by Gerima at Howard University. Please welcome director Haile Gerima and                

cinematographer and director Arthur Jafa. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I feel like I'm on a talk show or something.  

Arthur Jafa:  

I was listening to that fine speech by Marlena. 
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Arthur Jafa:  

Well, I'm AJ and this is Haile. We were talking before... We talk quite a bit. We have talked a lot in the past and when                          

we have these kinds of talks, I guess, sometimes one of the things that occurs to me is that... 

Arthur Jafa:  

Let me star over. I came to Howard in '78 and Haile was a professor there. So we've been having conversations for                      

about 17 years. I was 17 when I got there. But, the thing is because we've been having conversations for so long, I                       

think there's a tendency for us to not know exactly where to jump in because you know, whenever we talk, even if it's                       

like three or four months later, we always pretty much jump in wherever we are. And I think that sometimes there's a                      

tendency, if we try to have conversations in front of... You've done it before. Not so much in front of this large an                       

audience. We don't, kind of, go back to the beginning and try to get people a little bit of a framework for where we're                        

coming from. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I'm going to try to just start off a little bit by saying some things I think that are relevant to understanding the context                        

that Haile is central to. And that I think, to a large degree, I'm a product of and a lot of other young filmmakers as well,                          

black filmmakers, are a product of. And then I'll let Haile jump in, maybe, and he'll disagree with me, I'm sure, on                      

much I'm not of this. 

Arthur Jafa:  

But the first thing I think is to just to have some sense of the history of black independent film in this country. As far                         

as I can remember... I'm, I'm positive about the date. I think the first film directed by a black person... I think it's                       

William Spense. I'm not positive. It's called Spying The Spy and I think it's something like 1918. Which is pretty early.                     

A lot of people are really surprised that black people made films as early as that. And after that you have quite few                       

people by the late twenties actually engaged in making films. People like Richard Maurice Eleven P.M. Black                 

filmmaker in Detroit, Oscar Micheaux is a name a lot of people are familiar with. Made his first film, I think 1926. Is                       

that right? 

Haile Gerima:  

18 

Arthur Jafa:  

1918? 

Haile Gerima:  

Mm-hmm (affirmative). 

Arthur Jafa:  

Wow, okay. Who made films up until 1948. Yeah, the last film, The Betrayal. He made over 36 feature films, is the                      

number that I remember. 

Arthur Jafa:  
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So black people have been involved in filmmaking for quite awhile in terms of this country. 1918. 1904 I'm sorry. 

Haile Gerima:  

1910. 

Arthur Jafa:  

1910? Is it Spence? 

Haile Gerima:  

No, Charles Foster. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Charles Foster. Okay. See he's correcting me. I used to do a lot of this researching. I used to be really good at these                        

dates. He can testify. 

Arthur Jafa:  

But the thing is, the point I'm trying to make is, fairly early in the history of American film, black filmmakers were                      

actually participants and actively involved in trying to create their own representations of themselves and these kinds                 

of things. By the time you get to 1948, which is when Oscar Micheaux who, really I think at this point is still... would                        

clearly be considered the most prolific black filmmaker of all time. Black independent film in this country started to trail                    

off quite a bit. As Spencer Williams, who a lot of people know who played Amos or Andy. I'm not sure which one he                        

did. One of them, right? He's most famous for being an actor. Actually made quite a few films up until the late 1950's.                       

And then you get... There's a film by a filmmaker named Ed Bland in 1959 called The Cry of Jazz. I think it's a really,                         

really important film. 

Arthur Jafa:  

And then, there's really a big gap, basically, where you don't see a lot of real independent film production that I'm that                      

familiar with. Until around the mid to late sixties. When you get into this period you get to, what I think is like in many                         

ways... That context I was talking about. You get to UCLA in the early seventies. UCLA in the early seventies is really                      

the critical junction for me in terms of thinking about black independent film in this country. And Haile was a central                     

component of that. I've oftentimes said there's a triumvirate of filmmakers who I point to. Even though I think there                    

were some people, I think, before that that would be Haile Gerima here, Charles Burnett, and Larry Clark. Are the first                     

three that I was, kind of, familiar with who basically... I think what was important about that particular period when we                     

talk about... I guess '72, '71... '72? 

Haile Gerima:  

Well, they are... I think 1970. 70. 1970 

Arthur Jafa:  

Okay. And what's important about that to me is this is the first time that you have people not only trying to make black                        

independent films, independently minded films... Say, to be more accurate, who actually have a conscious... have                

made a conscious decision that have conscious political ideological and instead of philosophy to try to create films                  

that in some way express what it means to be a black person. In other words, they weren't just trying to use that                       
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particular medium to say what they had to say about the world. They also felt like they had to, in some way, transform                       

that particular medium so they could actually, not just speak what black see and understand about the world, but also                    

speak in a way that black people speak. 

Arthur Jafa:  

This is always... This is an ongoing aspiration that you see from family early on. Oscar Micheaux has some fairly                    

profound states. Even, oftentimes, he's characterized as a business man more so than the filmmaker. He has some                  

fairly profound statements early on about his goals. Not just being important to what you represent black people, but                   

also to try to speak in a way that he thought was endemic to black people, how we understood the world, and what                       

our culture might dictate. How we might, you know, approach that particular medium. 

Arthur Jafa:  

But when you get to UCLA in the early seventies you really do get, for the first time, a collective effort to think about                        

and practice at the same time. They were thinking about particular ways of approaching making film. And that's really                   

critical to me because I think, for myself, and I would say for a lot of other younger people as well, you could always                        

break down... Oftentimes people say, "Well, for a lot of people black films starts at Spike Lee." And that's because I                     

know, for example, when I first got in film and I told my parents I wanted to be a filmmaker they said to me, "You want                          

to do what? You don't even make films." And this is pre-Spike, now. It was kind of like... I might has well have told my                         

father I want to be an astronaut or something, you know? That would have been more reasonable to him, I think. 

Arthur Jafa:  

And he said, "Well, what does that mean, you want to make documentary films?" Not that there's anything wrong with                    

documentary films but the whole notion, even of black people approaching fictional dramatic films was something that                 

was way outside of the scope of what most black people could even imagine doing. So, when we think about where                     

does black film start and this whole notion that I kind of starts with Spike in one hand. One of the things and terms                        

that I've come up with to try to make a distinction is I say, you got one hand the mainstream of black film. Which then                         

perhaps you could point to Spike or some of the Blaxploitation films in the seventies and late sixties. But I would like                      

to also put another term for it which is I would call the core string. 

Arthur Jafa:  

To me, the core string would just be that stream or strand of filmmaking where people actively were trying to                    

understand it as being a product of a culture context that had its own implications in terms of how we actually... not                      

just what we said but how we approached saying certain things in film. So at UCLA in the early seventies you have                      

this amazing collection of energy that kind of starts with Haile, Charles Burnett, who made Killer of Sheep and most                    

recently The Glass Shield which should be released soon. And you have Larry Clark who made Passing Through, a                   

truly, truly amazing and important film particularly around... these questions around black aesthetics and what not. 

Arthur Jafa:  

And then, after that you get a whole horde of people who come in, operating from the energy that they had set in                       

motion there. You get Alile Sharon Larkin, and Ben Caldwell, Julie Dash. Just a number of people who also made                   

very, very interesting films, coming out of this whole momentum that had been built up. And I would even take it even                      

further to say people like myself and William Hudson and different folks who are clearly trying to operate out of that                     

particular medium. That particular momentum and those particular notions philosophically. To try to figure out what it                 
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would mean, like I said, to make a black film the way I've always articulated for myself and veer myself out of the                       

context of having it challenged at Howard. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I can remember, one time, Haile said to me, "We need to make black films." And I said, "What's a black film? What                       

does that mean? Does that mean just because a black person makes it that makes it a black film?" And I would                      

argue that that's really not true. Anymore than just because... the example I've used in the past. If you take someone                     

like Leontyne Price, for example, or Jessye Nornam I guess would be a better example now. If that person sang a                     

particular song, does that make it black music just because a black person sang it? Clearly, if you know... opera, let's                     

say for example, and you talk about Leontyne Price you can probably make a case that she's bringing a black                    

sensibility to that particular form. Bu[t] that is not Aretha Franklin. You know what I mean? That's not Chaka Khan.                    

That's not Otis Redding. 

Arthur Jafa:  

The particular forms that she utilized and, perhaps, transformed to a certain degree has not been so wholly                  

transformed as we can look at R&B and blues and stuff. That we can say, "That form itself has a certain level of                       

cultural weight." So that even if a white person sings that it's still, on a certain level, black music. So, the whole                      

challenge, I think, and one of the things, the aspirations that's been ongoing, is this whole notion of how do black                     

people find their voice in this particular medium. And how do we invent... constantly reinvent and explore certain                  

possibilities cinematically. Not only describe what we think about the world but to describe how we think about the                   

world. 

Arthur Jafa:  

So, this is kind of just a general context to try to give you some sense of the distinction because people feel like if you                         

look at the films, whether it be Boyz n the Hood or Menace to Society or Spikes films. A lot of which may be very                         

interesting films. Is to have some clarity that they are necessarily black cinema just because black people are making                   

them. And I'm not saying I'm necessarily the person to stand back and say, "This is black film, this is not." That's not                       

what I'm trying. I'm saying it's a little bit more complex than just saying a black person made that, that made it black                       

film.  

Arthur Jafa:  

To that degree I'm going to try to let Haile try to jump in a little bit and maybe give us a little bit more of some of his                             

impressions of the early stage at UCLA. And then I'm going to jump in with in a film. 

Haile Gerima:  

Wasn't he supposed to ask me something, too? 

Arthur Jafa:  

Okay, well what was it like at UCLA in the 1970's? 

Haile Gerima:  

Well, one, AJ was a headache when he was a student at Howard University, but he was the kind of student that I                       

always liked to have. A person, you say something, you say a word, then he goes research on his own brings more...                      
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five, six books that you didn't even know existed. He used to take a lot of information. Most of the teachers who are                       

calm and secured were willing to also study from their student. He was the most valuable student that we had at                     

Howard and I'm very proud to sit next to this crazy person that the world might not be ready for but I've been ready                        

for him for all the time I've known him. He's always been a very important energy. It's when you see people like him                       

that you that you know that we're just merely experiments. 

Haile Gerima:  

I think Charles Burnett, Larry Clark, Julie Dash all these names, we're really experiments for people like AJ. I think                    

they have choices now. We've tried most everything and I think they can now make a meaningful infrastructure                  

application of the experiments. And I've always told people... I told Charlie there. I was saying to him, "Let's not take                     

ourselves seriously." Not the fact that he does, I'm just saying he was next to a critic who was taking himself so                      

seriously on a few films we've done. The fact that we can only make few films is not a concern of the person who                        

wants to write a book himself. I was saying, "We're really just experiments." Personally, I just want... Whatever I do is                     

really to say to any filmmaker that is excluded. Any filmmaker that says, "I'm excluded in this motion picture. That I                     

feel non-existent. That I feel disfigured." That's my tribe of filmmakers. 

Haile Gerima:  

And by large, I think what was very important about UCLA was the fact that when I got to UCLA I was very ripe for                         

something. What I found there was bad teachers and good students. So I tried to take that and take to Howard. I try                       

to take that... a film school is made out of good students not necessarily... teachers can only can cultivate what                    

comes there. Students change a school. Students really create…a real pathological relationship comes out of               

students. So I do not have this idea of just horizontal. Teachers usually vertically impose knowledge. And at UCLA,                   

because we didn't trust the anointed teachers of western civilization. We just horizontally held each other and taught                  

each other. I always want to remember those Native Americans who had the audacity, like me, who wanted to be                    

filmmakers. Who are men and women. Those Chicano's from Francisco to Garcia. 

Haile Gerima:  

The African Americans, all of us we're just accidentally met. Destiny brought us together. And we were people who                   

were excluded. We didn't see our faces, we didn't see mothers, we didn't see our sisters. We felt alien. We got tired.                      

We liked films once upon a time but then we got tired of Driving Miss Daisy kind of movies. We didn't want... we just                        

hated the servants that kept popping up in motion pictures from May West or Scarlett O'Hara. We got tired of                    

Casablanca. And white students love so much Casablanca. We hated it so much. 

Haile Gerima:  

I was saying to myself, cinema snatched my spirit. My soul was snatched by cinema from Ethiopia and by the time I                      

got to UCLA I was anti-cinema. So I couldn't just be this lover of cinema. I just wanted to turn around this machine, to                        

reconstruct my own humanity. Can I do that? Was the question. This brought a common friendship with people who,                   

like me, were excluded from motion pictures. A lot of people credit me but really when I went in the first person... I                       

accidentally stumbled at UCLA. I was mad at the theater department. I was in the theater department. This racist                   

teacher was giving me a headache. So I just took a walk and stumbled into the film department. And then I saw all                       

these movies students were doing and the power they had. It really just hit me. 

Haile Gerima:  
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And Larry Clark, who was a very tall African American brother, was standing by the door with his bag, just looking. He                      

was not inside watching his classmates work in a big auditorium. He's always recruiting black filmmakers, nobody                 

assigned him, but he always went out of his way and said to me, "Are you interested in studying movies?                    

Filmmaking?" I said, "You mean I can study movie making?" He said, "Yeah. You want to transfer?" He doesn't know                    

me. I said, "Yeah." How did he know I'm really having a rough time with the other building? 

Haile Gerima:  

He gave me my first two Super 8 films. Two rolls of black and white film to initiate me into filmmaking. He was one of                         

the people who went out of his way to the admission office to ask how many third world people are admitted. Nobody                      

elected him or anything. Just a consciousness of that period. He didn't want to be selfish, only black person in the                     

school. So there was this air of solidarity amongst third world students there. That was one thing. 

Haile Gerima:  

And then the next thing, Charlie was the teacher of the class... my first film class, he was the TA. At UCLA the                       

teachers don't teach, they just put a TA and leave the whole year. So Charles was my teacher. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Okay, let me stop you right now. We're going to show our first clip, okay? We'll get to get a sense of... I put these in                          

chronological order so we can get a sense of Haile's development as a filmmaker. I wish I could have just frozen him                      

when he said, "He game [gave] me my first two rolls of black and white Super 8 film." This is a film called Hourglass                        

and it's probably pretty close to your first movies. 

Haile Gerima:  

That's my first movie. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Yeah this is- So this is Hourglass, Haile's first film. Super 8. 1971? 

Haile Gerima:  

70/71. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Haile said he accepted all the standards of MTV. You were just way ahead of your time. So, this is like your first film.                        

You were saying that Charles was your first TA. Give me just a little bit of a sense of the sort of critical context. What                         

kind of dialogue you guys were having. You talked a little bit about Larry, saying come into the department. But what                     

do you think you guys were in terms of your initial kinds of dialogue? What kinds of things were you looking at? What                       

kinds of things were you saying? Were you saying, "This is what we should be doing?" Versus just, like, "That's not                     

what we're going to do?" What kinds of things were influences for you at the time? 

Haile Gerima:  

Basically I think it has a lot to do with the period of our studentship at UCLA. There was a major national liberation                       

struggle across the world. I think Cuba was a very profiled place. They had made movies. Latin America was a very                     

profiled place. Ousmane Sembène is making movies and had a movie out. And the African cinema. And all that, I                    
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think, converged with essentially African American. The amount of national identity. And I think culturally the fact that                  

the African American struggle demanded a aesthetic of it's own became a rallying point for most film students at that                    

time. 

Haile Gerima:  

We were very much interested in making films that reconstructed our own humanity. I might be saying it more clearer                    

now. At the time we were saying, "What kind of movie do we make? Do imitate formula cinema from Hollywood? Or                     

do we develop and follow our own instincts and accents and temperaments?" All of us were very intransigently                  

locked in, in not only telling a story but finding the form that that content fitted in. It was a major debate among                       

students to see if we... What are the glimpse[s] of these aesthetic qualities that we feel empowered as filmmakers?                   

It's a constant battle. 

Haile Gerima:  

UCLA at that time... you were talking about the independent black filmmakers, here is a very well known film school                    

in the country and we took... Personally, I took American Film History class. I took a Western Film History class. I                     

took a Horror Movie class. I took Cowboy, like, single cowboy like Tom Hanks, that period. We took talkies,                   

pre-talkies. We took after talkies. We took European Cinema class. We took... Russian Cinema was taught. At no                  

time did they mention these giant innovative filmmakers, African Americans, from 1910 to 1948. So there was this                  

betrayal in knowledge. Not the fact... what people talk about multiculturalism. The fact that history was not taught                  

correctly and right. It's all because these African Americans... border out over 50-60 filmmakers are all American                 

passport holders, citizenship-wise. And here they were not taught, even in the history of American cinema. 

Haile Gerima:  

Literally in the film school we felt we had to apologize to be in the film school. We didn't have no tradition. We were                        

illegal migrant workers trying to be movie makers. Spoken or unspoken there was this hostility. Environmental                

hostility that made us feel we have to justify our existence. Truly, I felt illegitimate, I felt I wasn't born to make movies.                       

I felt that was strictly a white endeavor. It did create a great deal of psychological trauma. The environment, for                    

example, you will see white students who are even the worst filmmakers, let's say, though grading filmmakers is not                   

fair... the worst white filmmaker would feel more legitimate in the environment of that school than any good filmmaker                   

like Charles Burnett. 

Haile Gerima:  

In fact, there were cases when people got drunk. We literally knew our place, that we weren't legitimately supposed                   

to be filmmakers. People spoke their heart out. In competition they didn't think of us as competition. If there was a                     

competition in the film school we were not competitors. They would think about the other white person who might win                    

over them. Not a black person, not a Native American, not a... Chicano. Though Francisco was one of the most                    

important filmmakers of that period in our group. So, basically, you're battling left and right, the legitimacy and the fact                    

that that transcends into your model. Cannot hold screen time unless she looks like somebody. Even stories. The                  

minute you want to write a story you are pressured, what is a beautiful woman? Because you're operating on what is                     

beautiful and what is ugly from a Western standard. You're battling all to reconstruct an aesthetic that comfortably                  

presents your identity. 

Haile Gerima:  
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Basically, all that was part of the struggle that, at times... personally it helped me... I had more than the Native                     

Americans, more than the African Americans, the fact I knew my father wrote the plays. The fact I knew aesthetically                    

I'd get gratified, as I say it in my language. And that my thought process is foreign unless I try hard to explain what I                         

mean. All those things assured me more. You can throw me all the times... the African American community got me                    

started in defining my identity that I have briefly dislocated. Then I was more intransigent. When you talk about Larry                    

Clark and Charles Burnett I think sometimes people always try to give credit to me. I'm just doing... Maybe it's an                     

Ethiopian thing, the fact that we defeated the Italians and the fact that we…gives me all this glory that is passed                     

down from my parents. I get more intransigent and warrior and fierce about it. 

Haile Gerima:  

I don't doubt that sometimes maybe some people have linguistic references could be destabilized briefly. But I'm not                  

letting what they start in me. But outside that, really, to me, I think Larry Clark if you know Passing Through. For                      

example, the first 20 minutes I used to show at Howard. The first 20 minutes is the most powerful glimpse to anybody                      

who doubts, "Is there black cinema aesthetics?" All you have to do is see that first 16 minutes. The most powerful                     

visual jazz. If you think black people can't produce music like jazz in music... their capacity, if they are left to define                      

who they are in cinema, you'll see literally what I... AJ will say it more better because he's been studying a great deal                       

about it. But I think what I would call the jazz cinema. The fact he gave different instruments colors and things. 

Haile Gerima:  

The whole 20 minutes I used to project it at Howard University. After they saw the whole movie, I don't know if you                       

were there, some nights we'll see Larry's movie and then everybody would say, "Okay, start the whole movie..." And                   

then we restarted it. So, everybody stayed there until 2:00-3:00 in the morning re-watching again and again the first                   

15-20 minutes because we knew, imperfectly, that there was legitimate film accent that this society continues to                 

discourage. And therefore, to me, these kinds of contributions, Charlie's film, Larry Clark. The fact they were there                  

before me and the fact they were a rallying point has a lot to do with, I think, the movement that came out of that film                          

school. 

Haile Gerima:  

Basically sometimes, because I am the intransigent one, I get credit. But, really, they are the ones who quietly were                    

experimenting. I know Larry was experimenting always. He would not set up a camera without thinking about it's                  

implication to his journey in filmmaking; where he wants to go. For me, all my responsibility was to stop imitating                    

Western cinema and to begin to tap innovatively into how my father told stories, how my grandmother told stories.                   

For me to the demystification was saying, "Cinema is a new weapon, a new instrument, but telling store is as old as                      

Africa." So, I kept telling myself that in order to empower my accent in motion picture. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Ok, let’s take the second clip. Got a lot of stuff to look at tonight. Okay, this is Child of Resistance. Haile's first 16mm                        

film. First done with Super 8. This is, as you'll start to see, I think interestingly enough some of the motif's. Would be                       

interesting just to pay attention to from his first Super 8 through the 16mm film up and through, even as we go to                       

Sankofa, you'll see some of his thematic concerns and almost like motifs. Things that continue to pop up in this film.                     

So this is '72, Child of Resistance. 

Arthur Jafa:  
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Child of Resistance. The thing about, I think about the first time I saw Child of Resistance, which was definitely at                     

Howard. Might have been... I think that might have been the first film class I, sort of, stumbled into. I actually went to                       

Howard to study architecture. Don't laugh I'm not the only one who went there to study architecture and ended up in                     

Film. Earnest Dickerson, for example, a person who actually studied architecture at Howard and ended up being a                  

filmmaker. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I remember just standing in there and just like, "What is this?" Looking at them projectors and I was like, "Oh, this is                       

weird. This is a weird thing," you know? And it's interesting because over the years I wanted things that I talked about                      

a lot. Particular when Daughters of the Dust, which I worked with Julie Dash on, came out. One of the things we                      

talked a lot about was the notion of in this on-going quest to find our voice or voices in this particular medium. Like,                       

what I could start calling the alien familiar. Which is basically, it's just to say that when you see something that's alien                      

to you because you've never been exposed to it but on the other hand it's familiar because it's speaking from some                     

colorful days that you share. You know what I mean? 

Arthur Jafa:  

We used to go around talking about how high was the AQ of a particular film. Which meant the alien quotient. How                      

high was that? Because the assumption is that if you're trying to find our recognize yourself in the particular medium                    

but you're coming up in a culture where, at the very least, the things that people who share your cultural                    

background... you don't have access to those things that they've done then... It would be like, I use the analogy,                    

imagine a black person who grew up in Germany in a black family, but grew up in Germany, would have never heard                      

anything but Beethoven all of their lives. But they still got to communicate with their mother and father. I'm convinced                    

that if they heard James Brown it would be this incredible moment of being arrested, you know what I mean? 

Arthur Jafa:  

Even though it'd be completely alien to them, because they wouldn't have heard it, there would be something about                   

those beats and those screams and squeals and stuff that would be like... you know? It would just crawl up in your                      

nervous system in a certain kind of way. I'm not trying to make a biologically determined argument here, but... 

Arthur Jafa:  

The first time I saw Child of Resistance it definitely hit me like that. Even just looking at it again, iconographically like                      

Barbara O's face just has a certain weight. But it's just something about... And oftentimes when I try to talk about                     

about film I say, I love Oscar Micheaux's films now, say, "The shape of the film. The flow of the film." Even that                       

moment has just a profound demonstration of that. It's just something about even though, perhaps, you might say it's                   

not fully articulated or fully formulated, there's something about it that just definitely has a certain kind of weight. I                    

said, "Now, this is the thing. How do you get this thing, and pear away all this stuff that's not at the core of what really                          

is really moving you about it so that you have a more articulated kind of thing?" 

Arthur Jafa:  

That's, to me, what was really interesting about Child of Resistance. What I'm going to do, before I let Haile speak                     

again, I'm going to show one other clip from Child of Resistance and I'm going to have him speak about it a little bit. I                         

think maybe I gave Haile enough time. 
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Arthur Jafa:  

I'm sorry. Oh, I need to keep talking? Oh okay, she needs some more time. So let me let you go ahead and get                        

started. 

Haile Gerima:  

There's no spacer. I feel like I'm a spacer to space your program. She's ready. 

Arthur Jafa:  

She's ready? Okay. 

Haile Gerima:  

Basically this film came about from a dream. I don't know how many people are my age here. When Angela Davis                     

was handcuffed in New York I felt so powerless on this planet. I had admired her so much at UCLA in terms of her                        

dignity, her philosophy, and the fact that she did so many things in that period. And then when they did handcuff her I                       

couldn't do anything. I went to sleep sad and the next thing I had a dream and when I got up I wrote it down. I beefed                           

it a little bit to try to keep the dream quality in speed, in motion, in texture. Failed most of the time. The dream looked                         

different and I realized film was so hard to-I told the people who worked with me that I wanted that, the dream quality,                       

we should expose the film and speed that should have given us. Still, it didn't feel like the dream. I can't say                      

successful, but it came out of... the idea came out of an actual dream about Angela Davis. 

Haile Gerima:  

But I think what's very important for young filmmakers is the fact that later... It's a point that Charles Burnett began to                      

haunt me because by this time I had established amongst all my friends that nothing could stop me. For example, I                     

built this stage myself. I was told to be evicted that weekend. I didn't do a test shoot. I got all the utensils, especially                        

the bar scene, the departing point of the dream was shot... I had the guts to go to this rental place and got a Cadillac.                         

Everyone was just shocked including some of the extras that came on from the African Studies department. We                  

called everybody and everybody doesn't show up. Then you start to cheat and all those things. Over one weekend I                    

shot the whole movie. Everybody was praying for me. They knew it was a mistake, I didn't care. 

Haile Gerima:  

The money, I did get it from Guardian and stagehand work I did at UCLA. Used to work... It's called stagehand, when                      

Ray Charles comes to UCLA, we'd be the ones building the stage and then we sleep under the stage until he finishes                      

his concert. And get up and strike the set and go home to sleep around 4:00 in the morning. That's how I saved the                        

money. And my passionate attachment to the film is really how I did it. With all it's imperfection it was very important                      

that... it taught me suicide mission filmmaking can still come out without hurting anybody. I think it did haunt me all                     

the way to Sankofa. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I'm going to go on forward because we got a few more things to look at. We're going to jot down if Heidi is ready.                         

She's got an a-okay. We're going to jump forward four years later. He finished Child of Resistance in '72 and in '76                      

Haile featured two feature films.  
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Arthur Jafa:  

I guess that four year period was a busy four year period. Now, was it just interesting to me, is this is when you get to                          

see Haile really jump into what, I guess, people would call more narrative filmmaking. Not just, so much, images but                    

you actually get to see scenes constructed and put together in a certain kind of way. But still very much... Particularly                     

if you have the opportunity to see these films as part of the series, it still very much has a lot of the sort of surreal                          

imagery that I think characterizes the works that we've seen so far. But more in the context of a narrative film. 

Arthur Jafa:  

So, what we're going to look at first is a scene from Bush Mama in 1976. And Heidi, too, when you get the next one                         

ready could you just give me a hand sign. Okay. Haile, just start us off a little bit. Tell us about the context of Bush                         

Mama. Particularly just this first scene I know you had the story. 

Haile Gerima:  

Well, basically, we were very much interested at that time... at least, I was very much interested in how can you make                      

a dramatic story look like a documentary. We were talking about docudrama. In texture, in the way you hunt down the                     

character, you just go into a city looking for somebody and then you find the main character as one of them instead of                       

a made up actor. So, that whole beginning part is to just see how in how you can go into a town and just pick a                          

character. At the same time it had this sound that usually you hear in a welfare office. What I did was just went to the                         

welfare office and picked up all the forms and then just crushed it into a noise that goes in the minds of dehumanized                       

people. All the soundtrack, how many TVs do you have, do you have them in the house?  

Haile Gerima:  

All these things I felt humiliated a person. And I wanted my main character to come out of that whole polluted noise                      

that attacked her humanity. Basically that's the section that you will see. Of course, later it goes into following her and                     

retracing her. 

Arthur Jafa:  

What about the next part with the police and stuff. Tell them a little bit about that. 

Haile Gerima:  

Well, what happened was, again, a lot of people don't know this but in Los Angeles... that was on Central Avenue.                     

Police just couldn't believe a group of black people making movies as a movie. They just almost killed one... for                    

example, you don't know this one but I left it…the damage doesn't really clarify what happened. It was a short                    

policeman with a gun behind my back. There was another policeman coming with the whole gun drawn, taken out of                    

the holster. The one behind me is asking me my permit. And the guy, the actor was driving had a shotgun across his                       

neck. And we kept saying, "Please don't create confusion, it's just a movie." 

Haile Gerima:  

This guy would ask me to get my permit out of my pocket and the other one was coming from... you can't see the                        

police behind me, he's a short police officer- 

Arthur Jafa:  
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One second. Do most people, I don't know if you heard when I said, "Pay attention." This was Haile in the left hand                       

corner with the afro.  

Haile Gerima:  

Anyway, the point is the one with the gun coming from this front side is telling me to not move and the guy is asking                         

me to get my permit. I had my pocket... I had to freeze right there because this guy is about to blow me. It was a                          

very... for me, I left it in the film as a memory of why the story was even written. The police state... I was using the                          

helicopter because that was the daily soundtrack of the African community in Watts. The germinating seed idea came                  

from a woman. I was in Chicago at the Goodness Club drama. I remember in one of the African American                    

communities I saw a black woman evicted with all her stuff and her babies and it was something... I just came to the                       

country and saw that image, it blew my mind. 

Haile Gerima:  

I wanted to do a character called Bush Mama. The African mother who is transplanted in this modern, contemporary                   

ghetto zoos. When does she resurrect? When is her humanity resurrected? That was the whole idea behind this                  

story. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Okay, so let's go to the second clip. 

Arthur Jafa:  

This is interesting. When Marlena, our curator here for this program, we were looking at what clips to show and she                     

said, "This is a great clip here because when we showed the film there was a lot of discussion. People were like hmm                       

hmm." So we got to show this one. I said something that, I guess I want Haile to comment on a little bit. When I was                          

at Howard, one of the most interesting things was the first time I saw the work of Oscar Micheaux... I don't know how                       

many people have actually seen any of his work. Pretty brilliant filmmaker I think. At the time, as often as not, he was                       

presented to me as a person who was great because he made a lot of films but his filmmaking was somewhat                     

questionable. What's interesting to me, and I want you to comment on this, when I saw this sequence, which does                    

work... it's such a confrontational kind of thing. Like I said you get the, "Uh-huh," affect when you show it. 

Arthur Jafa:  

It reminded me so much of some of the sequences in Oscar Micheaux films. Particularly where they sit and they talk                     

and they say certain things. I'm wondering what's your feelings... I know you look back on it. In distance, what do you                      

think about the entire works. 

Haile Gerima:  

I don't really-I look at my work as an imperfect journey. All of then just from movie to movie like a staircase. Every film                        

imperfectly succeed[s] to a point and then there's it's limitations. And I think, to me... One, is how it comes into my                      

mind is what's very important. For example, I don't know, for some reason, since I have been in this country I would                      

be, for example, in a restaurant. There would be a person, a philosopher, who would just approach me and give me                     

the idea. Just recently I was in Watts, that's where we were centered to distribute Sankofa. And there was this man,                     

his name was Mr. Taylor, who came to the breakfast place where I always went. They were just the big pushers of                      
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Sankofa there. They had a poster there. They jus[t] talked a lot about Sankofa to every customer. But this guy was a                      

philosopher. He had so much he can offer. 

Haile Gerima:  

My life always... Once, in North Carolina, I have so many people who's given me the most profound concept of life.                     

The fact that they choose me... even sometimes... there was this guy when we were shooting Bush Mama. He came                    

in, he said, "I want to talk to you." Early in the morning and he was a homeless person. They were waiting for the                        

actors but he just came and chose me. When he chose me to be production manager, John Were run to him he says,                       

"No, I don't want to talk to you. You're a traitor." And John jumped. His face, he was like, "What are you talking                       

about?" And then he called me and I went to him. Nobody could come near as he was telling me about it. And this is                         

a man, apparently, who was in Korea. At that time, a homeless person, the idea of this person has no contribution...                     

totally broken apart person. You really don't know the origin of a person. 

Haile Gerima:  

Most of the time, all these ideas that come into my movie that I try to streamline, are just given to me in communities.                        

I think that's what works there. Cinematically I think it has a lot of problems in the sense that... with all the limitations                       

that I know, the financial limitations, I felt... it did shortchange what was happening there. Even the actors, what they                    

were capable of delivering. It's kind of problematic. It works on the base of it, just the monologue and the sister and                      

this generational relationship. A lot of people don't appreciate that. But cinematically it just falls short of what I wanted                    

to do initially and when the excuses can be given... 

Arthur Jafa:  

I understand. Another thing, too, just to point out. This kind of goes back to what I was trying to talk about initially                       

about this particular moment at UCLA actually being a sort of... It was like a bomb was dropped and then these                     

repercussions that had made, these ripples that continue and flow out. One of the things we tried to in Daughters was                     

to create an intertextuality between all the works that we've had, that were important. Like, if you see in the scene                     

now... another thing that's interesting in a scene like that is how you have on one hand the central character. Bush                     

Mama's played by Barbara O. Jones who is probably, in some ways, the central icon in Haile's family. She plays                    

Yellow Mary in Daughters of the Dust. It's like, 20 years earlier. And the other woman who she was arguing with also                      

plays the grandmother in Daughters of the Dust. 

Arthur Jafa:  

And also, Hagar, is from Killer of Sheep, Charles Burnett's film. We really tried to build in this connectiveness to the                     

work that we value and thought was significant and important. Now, what we're going to look at next- 

Haile Gerima:  

Let me just tell you. I think as a concept here, what you have to know is, for example, Roderick is a cameraman, an                        

early African American cameraman of that period. He was a very hyper, crazy person, just like you. And what                   

happened was when I decided the visual texture of that movie. What I decided was, I said, "Roderick and me, we're                     

going to destroy the movie." So I said, "We need to factor in to buy Charles Burnett. Bringing Charles Burnett into it."                      

So what I did was I brought Charles Burnett as a balancing factor. Not to lose the movie. So you had this triangle of                        

Roderick, Charles Burnett, me. 
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Haile Gerima:  

The concept is mine in a sense that I wanted the stupid people, contradictory characters, one stable, one unstable.                   

But both the creative process of our triangle relationship. I think is what worked in Bush Mama and saved the movie.                     

Because Roderick and me could have gone and lost it. I think what we salvaged is because of Charlie. He was a                      

third element as a camera person. We had that and those things. 

Haile Gerima:  

And the other thing that we used to do was, we used to even argue during location shooting. And nobody does that. It                       

doesn't even make sense by nature. We used to argue about the aesthetic angle of view of the shot and what we                      

were after. And that, also, was a major collaborative aspect that enabled me, even if I did the final decisions, to hear                      

and be reassured by other people, enabled me to get confident. And the confidence of this…an entry point. But I'm                    

just adding- 

Arthur Jafa:  

Yeah. 

Haile Gerima:  

The actors were, like, communal. We communally shared them. They all worked on all of our movies. But the crew                    

was also almost collective and communal. And that, I think has a major... for me, a major... that was a major                     

contribution and the formation allowed identity in our language in film. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Now, I want to just ask you a quick question. Charles and Roderick both worked at... who actually operated and did                     

the actual shooting? 

Haile Gerima:  

Some scenes are shot by Roderick. For example, when there's handheld and it was crazy, Roderick is really going.                   

And I want stable shot, Charles Burnett locks it in. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I think this important. One of the things I've pointed out in the past for people, again, who haven't see[n] Charles                     

Burnett's debut feature, Killer of Sheep, it's just a really incredible film. One of the most incredible American films ever                    

made. Just, sublime as far as I'm concerned. But one of the aspects about it that I've become real cognitive of in the                       

past couple of years is how important Charles's touch, as an operator, is to that film. In the sense that on that film and                        

the film that he did after that one, My Brother’s Wedding, he not only directs but he's also the cinematographer and                     

the camera operator.  

Arthur Jafa:  

He has a very specific touch. It's a very soft gentle touch that you can almost feel. If I actually was going to make any                         

distinction between his earlier films and his later films I would say it really is Charles's touch as an operator is not                      

quite there. 
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Arthur Jafa:  

So, I guess, what I'm trying to point out and what I want to go into now is the whole notion of touch and feel in the                           

film. So, if you see a film like Child of Resistance, even Hourglass and Bush Mama, there's something that I would                     

call jazzy about them. Very jazzy. It's not even just the soundtrack. The way they have a kind of velocity and                     

viscerality that I think is real interesting. 

Haile Gerima:  

Also, urban. Urban texture. We were talking about pace, space, and how, for example, we take a space and pace it                     

and relive it. That was a very important discussion at the time. I remember we used to talk a lot, a great deal, about                        

where does our identity come? Is it in this shot? Is it in this? And there was a lot of confusion and discussion but I                         

always felt safe, even as a teacher. When there's confusion it's better than when there's no confusion. But in that                    

confusion what was coming up was the fact that we were in search of where does the cultural identity of a people                      

come? Is it in the position of the camera? Is it in the angle of view? Or is it just the fact that it's a medium shot? 

Haile Gerima:  

For me, I realized, at least at early stage, I fought for my angle of view in terms of the composition and streamlining. I                        

always trust the camera people, but my angle of view was my cantankerous positions of how I look at something. If it                      

is like that, or like this, those are very important because I felt your cultural identity began how you enter at the shot                       

because you can enter all shots from 360 degrees anyway. But why do you choose a given angle of view? Is that                      

w[h]ere culture is taking us? How about the pace of those shots within that? 

Haile Gerima:  

And then, when you go to the editing room, especially in my case because I do edit my own film. What you find there                        

is, again, your cultural context comes in the pacing and structure of the movie. So, even though you fought all this to                      

bring amalgamated, imperfect, accent of yours baked. But to structure the baked shots into perspective brings                

another powerful filmmaker to really interject their identity. I think to me, for example, if you give the editing to                    

somebody else. If you were like, for example, to hire an editor, you leave it to a person, you lump it, an editor makes                        

it and you go. Maybe, if you are from the same society, you can have those common understandings from the shot                     

elements... to structure in the shot elements and showing you the first version. 

Haile Gerima:  

But, in my case, I have to be there to insert every aspect of it. You begin to impose your own culture also. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Okay, now having said that, let's go into Harvest: 3,000 Years, which is a film that Haile, as I said, finished                     

simultaneously. And I think it's going to give us a very interesting twist on what he just said. Because this is a film that                        

Haile made in Ethiopia, it's his return home. And it has, I think, a distinctly different feel. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Same filmmaker. About the same time too, actually. What's interesting to me about this is... I mean when I was first at                      

Howard. Haile would say I was spastic. He'd say, "You're so spastic, you know you're from New York." And I was                     
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like, "No, I'm from Mississippi." We go back and forth about this because at the time I was waving my camera around                      

shooting like this. He says, "Clockwork Orange." 

Arthur Jafa:  

But what's interesting to me is how as much as I, personally, identify with this thrust to create what I would call jazz                       

cinema, you know what I mean? It's just all over the place. How much Harvest is just much more with keeping with                      

my sensibility. I feel like how, even though, it's like a series of really long shots, but there's much more, for me,                      

personally, happening dynamically in those shots. Even if you take some of the things that we attempted, and some                   

of the things people said about a film like Daughters, for example is like, "It's so slow. Wow. This is like... God why is                        

it going so slowly? It's like nothing's happening. We need to cut," or something like this. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I guess it's such an interesting question to think about because Haile had spent so much time here and because he                     

grew up in Ethiopia. He was born and raised in Ethiopia. This whole notion of style amongst black folks and cadence.                     

You look at films of Sembène or actually…It's probably a generalization but it seems to be true to a certain degree                     

that there's a certain pacing that kind of happens. It would be considered relatively languorous. You could see the                   

same thing in a lot of Indian filmmakers like Satyajit Ray and Ritwik Ghatak. But, a lot of different Indian filmmakers.                     

Especially the art filmmakers as opposed to popular filmmaking. You see this whole sense of a different sense of                   

time and pacing and stuff. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I'm wondering why, Haile, what would you say about that? The fact that these two modes exist. What do you think,                     

sort of, provoked such a different kind of feeling? 

Haile Gerima:  

First, the way the two films come in terms of... actual scripts could have... at the same time I'm working on this movie                       

I had already given birth of Sankofa as a story entitled Nunu. So, the script origin is one thing. But I know that Bush                        

Mama is a 1974 film and Harvest is a 1975, '76 movie. Now, what happened was at UCLA there was a philosophy on                       

the part, especially, again, Larry Clark used to say, "You know, for us we may never make movies because at UCLA                     

we have equipment and at least the fact that we have access to the equipment enables us to realize some of our                      

dreams in a very adventurous way. This movie's our miracle movie." 

Haile Gerima:  

All of them were made, and I'm going to return later but remind me what Charlie said to me when I began Sankofa.                       

But, what was very important was that we felt once we left UCLA was the end of us because we don't have the trust                        

fund of any kind culturally or racially. That's the fact of it. So we had this idea of, this was our last movies. What I did                          

was I lied to the university at UCLA and said to myself... I did a lot of lying and went to do this movie in Ethiopia,                          

didn't know I was cutting this movie at night. In the daytime I used the Bush Mama film as my thesis window dress.                       

To say to the teachers, "No, I'm still editing my thesis." Though Charlie took seven years to do his thesis. 

Haile Gerima:  

Then they made a law that after Charlie you could only take three years. But within the two years time that I had used                        

Bush Mama as a front, I was editing at night Harvest and shot it and edited it in the evening. The fact it was in my                          
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language, I didn't want the teachers to know what I was doing. It was a very underground act that I did. Dishonesty                      

and UCLA. Justified with dishonesty for a higher truth.  

Haile Gerima:  

Sterling Brown calls it, "You lie sometimes for a higher truth." 

Haile Gerima:  

But, anyway, that is really the first part. Sequentially Bush Mama is... Just the people who write the books and things                     

they always say… Even in my own aesthetic development Harvest is the next logical film after Bush Mama. And I                    

was finished, literally editing. What I did was I just play to make sure that they don't know I have this movie at night. I                         

shot into my '74 summer, when I went to shoot in Ethiopia, this one, Bush Mama was in shape in the editing room.                       

But I didn't want to finish it until I finished that movie because then I would be thrown out and never finish the movie. 

Haile Gerima:  

So, really, Bush Mama is '74. '75, '76 is really Harvest. That's one. 

Haile Gerima:  

Two, what was very important at the time was I was also having come from a feudal society, like Ethiopia. The pace,                      

rhythm, and space is occupied in feudal terms. The fundamental angle of view to do this movie was behind the whole                     

concept I developed feudalism in motion. The silence, the extended shot, and the movement within that elongated                 

shot, is a character. A very inherent character, visual character, of a feudal system. 

Haile Gerima:  

In fact, when it opened Cannes and I was in Paris and one French person asked me, "Why didn't you let the man...                       

show us the man run up the hills. Why did you cut it?" I said to him, "Because he didn't take the elevator to get to the                           

top." So, I was working on the topography and human beings walking in and out of that feudal system. And pace, and                      

time, and structure is limited within that context. Now, of course, somewhere you might have a problem with it, but                    

this is the idea behind the shooting of the movie. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Yeah, that's real interesting to me because it's interesting how that can simultaneously be true and exist but at the                    

same time also feel like there's a certain level of beauty here. There's a certain type of beauty that I don't think Bush                       

Mama... Even though conceptually Bush Mama moves me in certain kinds of ways, there's just a sheer beauty there                   

in terms of the landscape- 

Haile Gerima:  

You know when you would say... I think you could expand on this. I think, for me... If you, for example, go into certain                        

parts of the south this is the pace, that I think, becomes inseparably linked to a inseparably linked to the story. And                      

not many places in North Carolina, not in places in Louisiana, where I felt Harvest could have unfolded. And, in fact,                     

when it did show some folks would from the south had more tolerance for this movie than urban Americans, for                    

example. 

Arthur Jafa:  
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Okay, I'm going to show another clip from Harvest that's very similar and I think... we have a little bit more time. Well,                       

I mean... Okay, well, I can say what I was going to say. It's interesting because even if you take the whole notion... I,                        

personally, grew up in Mississippi. I was born in Tougaloo, Mississippi and grew up in Clarksdale, Mississippi, which                  

is right in the middle of the Mississippi Delta. What was interesting to me is how on a certain level you cannot                      

necessarily separate those things out... how my sense of beauty, what I find beautiful, is both inscribed by the social                    

circumstances of that context. Say, for example, the Delta is one of the poorest regions in America and it is a very,                      

very austere environment particularly in the winter. 

Arthur Jafa:  

When I think about growing up in Mississippi in the Delta, I think about it in the winter when it's flat, first of all, and you                          

can see as far... and then you see just these long roads, rural. Maybe one shack way off the road over there. And                       

one barren tree way over there. Now it's interesting that you cannot disentangle in a certain kind of way how that is a                       

feudal. You see the feudal effects of that particular environment on the landscape itself. For example, there's not a lot                    

of development in the particular county I grew up in. I grew up in Coahoma County. Because there were two families                     

that owned everything. So even when integration started happening and stuff like they, weren't allowing the industry                 

to come in because they didn't to undermine their labor force base. 

Arthur Jafa:  

So, even to this day it's very, very barren. But at the same time I can say that for me emotionally, that's very beautiful.                        

There's something about that landscape that moves me emotionally. When I see something like this it's like it doesn't                   

necessarily contradict what you said about the feudal and this and that sort of thing. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Let's go to this... I hope now, this last sequence, which I think is also very, very beautiful. To me it's just really                       

profound. 

Haile Gerima:  

In film school there's a tendency to teach you shots. When, in fact, they are not the actual critical issue. The critical                      

issue I found over the years is the idea behind this... a shot isn't invented after an idea is emerged. So, you say to                        

yourself, "I want to shoot rape." How do you angle a rape? Is the point. The idea of rape determines the shot of the                        

shot. Rather than all this cinematic technique to get into the shot. Which, sometimes, you get to be a gymnastic                    

person shooting one thing from 360 degree when in fact you were supposed to have an angle of him that is just one. 

Haile Gerima:  

Economically it helped us because most of the students there. I remember white students used to shoot... their ratio                   

was like 50:1. And I was wondering... I would look the ratios they did and I don't know that shot is... why they keep                        

shooting and then still all the shots are imperfect. What we learned was a 1:1 ratio technique of how pre-organizing                    

the shot with the actors, with everybody, before you execute that money. Which, for us, it translated into money. And                    

so, one of the biggest things that this film is known for is the 1:1 ratio on this movie. 

Haile Gerima:  

In the middle of Ethiopia with the Haile Selassie, the emperor, being overthrown, we're doing a 1:1 shoot, erasing,                   

and sometimes even leaving shots behind the way a truck leaves people behind. This was just- 
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Arthur Jafa:  

We going to go to Ashes and Embers in '82. Which is... This is a little bit of a period of time for you for the next film.                            

He's now a professor at Howard University and this is his first film. Color, I guess, color or dramatic film. Let's just go                       

right to this thing. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Always love that sequence, man. It's like a... I mean, to me, what's interesting about this sequence is that I feel like                      

it's like a moment in this film. Quite a few in this film where it kind of all comes together. When you actually get some                         

of the lyricism that I associate with. Like Harvest but you actually see the cutting and how that cutting actually ends                     

up communicating on some cultural levels. Like her feeding. The jump cuts and everything, and the way she's like,                   

"Get some... the lima beans and the green collard greens!" And then how she takes the... It's just a profound moment                     

when after she gives him the thing she stands back…like that? It's like this amazing moment that's all about body                    

language and body posture and all this kind of stuff. 

Arthur Jafa:  

I remember being in the editing room when Haile put that sequence together just saying, "Wow, this shit is working."  

Arthur Jafa:  

I'm going to let Haile talk for a little bit and as soon as Heidi is ready... Oh! She's ready to go. So, what we're going to                           

do is go right into... 

Haile Gerima:  

Just a little bit 

Arthur Jafa:  

No! No, no. I want to give people a chance to ask some questions. I was thinking- 

Haile Gerima:  

No, one thing I want to say is just hope people understand that... You know, it's very interesting how people take my                      

movie as message movies. But when they originate from me it's... Like, I was obsessively interested in exploring                  

African Americans. So, each movie is like a letter of exploration. A movie made for myself. Child of Resistance, when                    

I first showed it in public as a student exercise movie in ’72 I opened it out of hungry of the community. It became a                         

movie in 1972, African Americans got together and saw the movie and cried in the room and hugged and wrote                    

poems about it. I said, "I must be a filmmaker then." 

Haile Gerima:  

These are the things that people made me... I mean, I'm railroaded into filmmaking but I was never born to be a                      

filmmaker. I can't go around claiming that, too. I forcefully expressed myself trying to sound it out and then it ends up                      

being received in a certain way. This is an amalgamation... This movie, Ashes and Embers, is an amalgamation of                   

my whole trying to understand African Americans that really... After Sankofa I actually finished my chapter of                 

exploring the anatomy of African Americans. Somehow I remember from Wilmington, North Carolina all the way... all                 

over North Carolina in 1977 I was doing a documentary film about the Wilmington Ten. And I wanted to know what                     
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kind of... everybody wanted me to do a 60 minute movie about how innocent they were. And I said, "No, I don't care                       

how innocent they were. Who should be innocent when you fight this situation?" 

Haile Gerima:  

I didn't care if they were innocent. I just wanted to know what are their parents like? Where do they come from? Who                       

gave birth of these kids to be so courageous, so bold? And I was trying to do a demystification movie of going to their                        

parents. Which is my whole cultural legacy of going into the umbilical cord to get back up and get into it. These are                       

the kind of women I met. This is where, even his mother, I think... Do I spend very brief time with his mother? That's                        

why I was saying to him... AJ came to Howard and he was going around reenacting Clockwork Orange. So I said to                      

him, "Where's Mississippi come? Where does it come? Are you from New York?" And this is our argument. 

Haile Gerima:  

Because I know I had a cultural identification with his pace in terms of his Mississippi pace. But the New York one, I                       

knew it. Now, in this film, you can see, basically this is Harvest and Bush Mama. Aesthetically you'll find a                    

transformed lesson I learned from Harvest and Bush Mama in this movie. I don't know how many steps I jumped, but                     

I know it's a staircase of climbing. Whereby this movie inherited from those movies. But in terms of that whole idea,                     

you think about a grandmother losing her land for a grocery store owner. For having bought just food. And then you                     

wonder if her son or daughter, who are in New York, or in Chicago, trying to be a ballet dancer or something. And                       

you say, "There's a land here, and there's this woman." In time of problem, do they communicate? 

Haile Gerima:  

So I was very much interested in almost... is this the flashback of the grandson or the grandmother? And I think                     

something the sequence is even in the editing room. I didn't [k]now how to get out of it. I started out, "When do                       

human beings write? When is the right moment for a grandson to listen to?" It's a universal problem. When does your                     

son or daughter listen to aged, wise people? When do they hear? Because that's what I miss. I miss about my father,                      

my mother, my grandmother. They were warning me, everything that happened to me, they were warning me. But I                   

went into it anyway. 

Haile Gerima:  

So I was trying to see the entitlement of a generation not to listen or to listen. Or how do you remember a voice of a                          

grandmother in time of need. When you're right, finally. At a gunpoint with the police in Hollywood Boulevard. So,                   

these were like cinematic ideas but until the editing room... even in the editing room, he's right, I was in trouble.                     

Because I didn't want to end it where the script was. I wanted the editing room to equally transform the story. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Wow, it's too bad because I actually had another sequence from Ashes and Embers that played right into that, really.                    

That's great, but we really don't have time. I want to leave some time... just a little bit of time for people to ask                        

questions. So I'm going to go right to Haile's most recent film, the famous and infamous and notorious Sankofa. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Which, many of you should have the opportunity to see. You should certainly go out to see it as soon as you have an                        

opportunity to see it. It's, I think, an amazing film. Also, too, one last thing. These are just clips from these films. I                       
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want to really encourage you to come out and take a look at the films in total if you have an opportunity because it                        

can begin to suggest a complexity of some of these films. The different places that they go in an hour to two hours… 

Arthur Jafa:  

This is Sankofa and we're going to just look at this one sequence then I'm going to let Haile talk about it. Oh, it's not                         

ready, okay. Okay it's ready? 

Arthur Jafa:  

Load! 

Arthur Jafa:  

So, we want to go a question and answer. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Anybody have a question? Let's see... oh wow. Let me ask... Okay. 

Speaker 4:  

First of all, I'd like to say thank you for Sankofa. 

Haile Gerima:  

Thank you. 

Speaker 4:  

How do you feel about misusing or cultural symbols out of cultural context?  

Arthur Jafa:  

I'm going to repeat the question so people can hear it. The brother asked, how does Haile feel about misusing or                     

using cultural symbols out of the historical and proper context? Go ahead. 

Speaker 4:  

Well, my point, as an example, in High Learning there was a scene. It was a Halloween scene. And it was an African                       

mask, he was in a Halloween scene. From my understanding these masks have certain places in society and they                   

conjure up certain things in that cultural setting. I just felt using that mask in that situation was totally disregarding it's                     

true meaning- 

Haile Gerima:  

What you're talking about is really a Hollywood… Has always been. If you go back to the 1920's. For example, if you                      

see anybody in movies that had a certain obsession about Africa, they were always crazy. Garbi was portrayed as a                    

mad man. If you look at Panter, those African's who identified obsessively about Africa were disfigured by a black                   

filmmaker recently. Whereby there wore all this Dashiki and drinking libation wine. Saying, "goo goo goo” something                 

like that. That's Hollywood. What happens is once you begin to work on the grammar established by Hollywood you                   

have to begin to work as a messenger for the establishment and dictatorship of that language. It's not only white                    

filmmakers. Black filmmakers are capable of reincarnating those images. 
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Haile Gerima:  

For example, the drum has always been disfigured as a sound to induce fear. While in fact, in Africa, different drums                     

have different roles in society for different reasons. So, for the West who heard the drum and disfigured it, Hollywood                    

was the logical place to continue the disfigurement. So, to me, Africa is always in car wash. The guy who has a                      

certain fascination with Africa was a little bit abnormal. Because I think what happened is from the plantation school                   

of literature, what has emerged is that black people have to be disconnected from Africa. Because in doing so you                    

successfully invent or clone a slave. And this is the fundamental struggle I discovered in studied slavery for the past                    

30 years. Is that the Africans continue to declare one way or another in rising up, like the Maroons from North                     

Carolina to Florida, in cultural behaviors, in food, in religious practice. 

Haile Gerima:  

There was this declaration to sustain and keep the memory of Africa. At the same time the plantation owner has to                     

disfigure by destroying and damaging end. Making Africa to be a dark continent where nothing has taken place. It's                   

not only at Higher Learning, you take Outbreak, a movie with Dustin Hoffman. If you take your kids to see those                     

movies, white or black, they'll never go to Africa. They will be scared. Africa has always been where bad things came                     

from. And so it reinforces that. I think everybody has this... The world sin seems to be... is projected by demonizing                     

Africa. 

Haile Gerima:  

There's a movie called Congo. In fact, Spielberg is involved with that movie. A person who just finished Schindler's                   

List. It's unfortunate he ends up endorsing a movie called Congo, shot in Puerto Rico with African extras who are in                     

Hollywood. They came from Zaire, Nigeria, Ethiopia. They will do anything, and they're doing all that. So, to me, I                    

think Hollywood has always been... and it's a systemic response. 

Haile Gerima:  

Why do people care about, for example, I've always wondered why do people care about... why is there so much                    

nervousness when black people want to connect to Africa? From slavery time to now. And this is the movie I made                     

towards that end. So, to me, I think it's not... that movie is made by a young person who's not developed. But in                       

Hollywood black filmmakers that are similar, that had even paid their price as exploitation filmmakers are locked out.                  

Look around. Where are those black people? 

Haile Gerima:  

In fact, when I was telling somebody today in that meeting we had, black people... When I was at UCLA we used to                       

terrorize those Hollywood people. One thing they would say to you is, they were doing all this Super Fly, Shaft, and                     

all this. So one day they would economically be in a position to do this, to do that. And now I say, in the 1980's and                          

the 1990's where is the Super Fly gang? Where is the Belinda group? Where is the Max Juliens? Where are the                     

Vonetta McGee's? Where are those sisters and brothers? Cleopatra's and everything? 

Haile Gerima:  

Is it all that they were supposed to only serve exploitation cinema? Disfiguring the African people? To me, it's not only                     

the African country that's being disfigured, black people are set up by Hollywood for the world to take them as bizarre                     

people. Because those movies make black people look like bizarre, unjustifiably, crazy people. You can go to Lizia.                  
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You can go to Algeria. You can go to Czechoslovakia. They will always tell you, "What is wrong with these black                     

people?" And then you say to them, "Where do you know them? Have you met one? Do you know this?" All those                      

questions. They'll tell you they saw it on CNN or something. 

Haile Gerima:  

So, to me, the disfigurement of black people and Native Americans is a constant diet, commercial diet of Hollywood.                   

It's not only our masks, it's just our humanity is disfigured to a point where little kids... innocent black, innocent white                     

kids are disfigured in the process. I think that is a fundamental problem we can't do much about because if you are                      

interested then you have to be involved in counter-proposing your own image. I don't think black people can always                   

respond to Hollywood. You can never change it. Forget you. I don't think white Americans can change Hollywood                  

anymore. It is like a beast that has grown to a monstrous position. Whereby- 

Haile Gerima:  

I don't mean to sound like the conservative republic. This has been my position all along. The Hollywood industry                   

really, has no ear, eyes, to hear to anybody. But I think what is very vital and important, for all children of the world, is                         

when you grab the camera, express your own humanity profoundly. To show that you may think of me this, this is the                      

image you make of me, but this is how I see myself. This is how I see my mother. This is how I see my father. I hope,                            

for example, AJ would make, someday, a movie about his mother and father. Because I felt they are so human. It is a                       

movie that the world has to see. 

Haile Gerima:  

Most black people... The reason Sankofa is very successful is not because it's... it's a very imperfect film but black                    

people are hungry, they're very hungry. And the reason they are hungry is because they're not in charge of making                    

their own images. What you have is very desperate young people and it's valid. There are desperate white kids to                    

make movies. But I think even when my movie was out you see diversified white films. But all the black films seem to                       

be saying black people are bizarre. 

Haile Gerima:  

We always get tricked, also, when a black person does it. For example, to be Spike Lee’s Do The Right Thing. For                      

example, you show movie in Czechoslovakia and you'll really find that the meaning of that movie beyond race.                  

Because that movie says, "Why is this black guy coming to a pizza owner who's trying to do business in America, to                      

push his life? Why would you come and want your picture up there? Why don't you make your own restaurant and                     

put your own picture there?" Logically it doesn't pass the test. It makes black people unjustifiably irrational. To go                   

everywhere and claim everything. And what it does is the justified cause get shafted. 

Haile Gerima:  

To me, if black people didn't have stories to tell, I can understand that. If black people were desperate. I mean white                      

people have told three million something stories, let's say. Even Doris Day movie alone said about everything. About                  

every thematic movie. But what is... Are black people desperate from telling a story? Yet a British crew makes a film                     

for Discovery called Promise Land. Whatever you think of it, when a black people should do Promise Land about the                    

millions of untold stories of black people. Because black people need counter image to exercise their own reality in                   

this society. 
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Haile Gerima:  

So, to me, I think the concentration on Hollywood... I wish we could change Hollywood. You can't. But I think you can                      

change about your images. To me, if Higher Learning, to me that's a Hollywood movie. I think what we have to do is                       

begin to make movies that are our own and distribute and exhibit those movies so the world of all races can come in                       

a theater and commonly see how you see your mother. And how you see your father. As simple as that for me. 

Speaker 5:  

You said that you mentioned that you had an obsession with African Americans and studying them. What was the                   

genesis of that and what was your goal in that? You said that you were doing a completion of it. Do you believe                       

you've reached your goal? 

Haile Gerima:  

Well, let me just tell you, there's a history behind it. I came from Africa. And the first conditioning of myself is that one,                        

black people didn't come from Africa. They go around claiming Africa, but they're not from there. They are bizarre.                   

From Sammy Davis to Sydney Poitier. Whatever you think emotionally, whoever you want to defend. In the end, they                   

all look like that. Black people are appendages of black America. In all movies. You look at Casablanca. My problem                    

was with the white students who were intelligent couldn't understand that for me at a certain point a black man, who                     

has no purpose in life, who has no desire, who has no sexual life... okay? Carries his parent all the way to Paris to                        

accompany a love story. And then all the way to Morocco. When, in fact, I knew that Denmark Vesey, 1822 want to                      

go to Africa and had a whole lot of problems. 

Haile Gerima:  

Since I know, if the African American got to North Africa, he would escape from white people. Why would he carry                     

Bogart and Ingrid Bergman all his life and the piano and still feel contented? So, these are what black people and                     

white people have to begin to discuss. When you see Mae West always throwing around black servants. At a certain                    

point you feel just that your race is incapable of making history. That you have been freed by people, it says. Movies                      

say, to me. Even history books. When I started reading for Sankofa history books kept saying to me, "Black people                    

were freed by white people." That was a very hard thing for me to accept. To see 900 black people run by one white                        

person. The logic, the gymnastics, the population of slavery, et cetera. 

Haile Gerima:  

And when I got into beyond... when I discovered that …So, the point I'm trying to say to you is, I was at the Goodman                         

School of Drama when I came. And I come from Ethiopia having played parts according to talent. And at Goodman                    

School of Drama it was very absurd for a black person to go try out for Hamlet. Though the guy you saw in Ashes                        

and Embers, and I think Steve is here. Is that Steve? How you doing? He used to be my boss when I worked at the                         

concession stand. I just thought it was you. How are you doing? 

Haile Gerima:  

And so, at Goodman School of Drama what I noticed was here I am, first I wanted to be different from black                      

Americans. Because being like them made me a defeated person. A cloned person who didn't have a home, didn't                   

come from Africa. And I was quickly trying to disassociate from black people. I lived in Evanston, and it was a major                      
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problem for me psychologically towards the affinity of Ramona, who's now in Texas. Was the first black woman who                   

said to me, "Maybe you need to read a little bit some books." And she gave me this book called Facing Mount Kenya. 

Haile Gerima:  

That was a metaphoric statement because maybe she detected I'm a lost soul. Now in there, I remember we did After                     

The Fall. And I came from Ethiopia and I have a language problem, I understand but I couldn't comprehend to be                     

included. And I play with all the colored people, playing bums in the park and Romeo and Juliette and After the Fall.                      

It's not Romeo and Juliet but it's about Marilyn Monroe and the writer, lover. I felt white people were Romeo & Juliet                      

and black people were park benches. And I kept seeing plays. And John Anderson, I'm sure Steve would agree to                    

me, John Anderson was one of the most important actors from Goodman School of Drama. And he hasn't got, to this                     

day, acting part that is seriously challenging to him. It's a tragic thing. 

Haile Gerima:  

It's so sad, now he is to a point of self destructiveness. Ashes and Embers, in fact, responds to some of my                      

experiences there. So what you have here is my battle trying to disassociate with African Americans but the white                   

American continue to lump me with black Americans. Where are you trying to get... get back. Get part of that. That                     

whole push and pull. I said to myself, "I have to start all over again." And left before I graduated. In fact, Steve helped                        

me here, to get in an underage ticket. I lied about my age and left for California, never came back. Never graduated                      

from Goodman because I felt in the theater I was a closer... 

Haile Gerima:  

Here I come, from Ethiopia, a theater. Well, yes, my accent is a problem. English problem, et cetera. But I couldn't                     

accept to be a park bench or an extra or a lamp post while white people loved each other in 12 shows a year. So I                          

couldn't. Bernard was one actor I remember and said to…This is not to say anything, but I think in the theater you                      

really get... When a black actor goes to try out you get the message. You really get the message, "You can't try out."                       

It doesn't matter how talented you are. For example, John Anderson is a person who could have played Hamlet and                    

would be a very powerful interpretation. There was a good teacher once who tried him as the alter ego of Tom                     

Payne. And John did demonstrate his ability so powerfully people really liked what he did. 

Haile Gerima:  

So what I'm trying to say here is, here I am trying to get away from... and at the same time I was also doing                         

gardening all over. I'm sure some people might even be here from Evanston or beyond Evanston. I used to be sent                     

by train as a contractor to do gardening, to pay for my school. I was in a sponsor place, et cetera. But what was                        

happening was my Africanness was being attacked through black Americans but I never stood my ground. So I went                   

to UCLA and started all over. When I got to UCLA I said, "Now I have to start from defending my soul. The                       

confidence my mother and my father put in my has to be defended." And I gravitated towards African Americans and                    

I wanted to work out my relationship with them in every attitudes in film. 

Haile Gerima:  

So, basically, it's really the fundamental representation of black people as appendages of white people. In formula in                  

movies. I know it's very hard for people to see, but if you said Mississippi Burning, about the Civil Rights movement,                     

and you say, "God, can't even they be principle people in this movie?" For all white and black kids to know that black                       

people fought their own history also. The configuration. And also the other part of is if you're a Native American or                     
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African American you go with a script to a producer and they ask you, "What is the point of entry?" Producers now,                      

who have taken over Hollywood, would say to you, "What is the point of entry?" What they're saying is, "Well this                     

point is about black people, but where is Kevin Costner to sponsor your story?" 

Haile Gerima:  

You can go to movies and take the white character, the whole story collapses. Black people cannot stay without that                    

person because they are appendages. Biko dies 40 minute into the movie and it's called Biko. So what you do is                     

movie after movie you get very tired of this representation and many people try to disassociate with the African                   

American community. In my case, what I wanted to do was, I wanted to know who... it became my fascination, I said,                      

"Who are these people? And did they come from Africa?" And I went back to slavery. I walked from Georgia's Sea                     

Island, through Mississippi, Natchez Mississippi, to Louisiana, Camden, and to the caves of Louisiana where               

Maroons lived once upon a time. Go into Florida, discovered so much. Martinique, Cuba, Jamaica, and Ghana. 

Haile Gerima:  

What you see in the movie in Sankofa most of it, really, beyond books, I began to get most of the information in                       

location. Most of the shots you see in that movie came out of that location. So, basically what I'm trying to say here is                        

I think, for me, in the end it made me reaffirm my pan-African family. That was crucial for me to work out. Because                       

the people who made me embraced me and said, "You are my movie maker." And black people, now, if you go and                      

see where Sankofa shows, and you try to mess with me in the middle of that you will see what is a reasonable                       

proportion of that. I have people... 

Haile Gerima:  

In fact, Ethiopians would have me get beat up standing there. African Americans will be my initial people who will die                     

for me. And this is the affinity I've built. And even Harvest, there's a major contribution from that society that enabled                     

me to do Harvest. And so, whether you like it or not, in my 20 some years in America I have... I have a lot of white                           

friends. I have a white filmmaker friend that could really tell you what I'm trying to say to you in terms of the whole                        

racial dynamics in her interest in trying to make movies. But in general, I think that slavery is a major Holocaust that                      

has devastated the world. I think guilt, shame, denial, is a fundamental problem of white racism as the way it is now. 

Haile Gerima:  

And the point here is, I think, look at the world. African Americans, African Brazilians, African's in diaspora, never had                    

a minute to grieve for slavery. Now, in the castle you saw where I shot the movie, eight out of ten Africans will die.                        

When I took history class at UCLA the teacher was telling me, "Slavery was not really because it was just hanging,                     

flogging, and working people to death." And a lot of Americans, including some black people, believe that. But I think                    

what happened in that dungeon for Africans to wait 360 dungeons all over West Africa alone, without including East                   

Africa. Built by Portuguese, Dutch, and Germans, and Africans involved. Betrayed out of that, eight hundred Africans                 

dying in the dungeon over a year until a ship comes. And then into the ship, people dying in the belly of the ship,                        

crossing the ocean. It's untold disaster of human suffering. 

Haile Gerima:  

When black people, for me, and white people in America have a historic responsibility if they want a better future to                     

exorcise that. I arrived... that search took me. This is to come to your question, I'm rambling everywhere. But that                    

search took me to say, "Aha, the key is slavery and the umbilical cord is attached to Africa and slavery is where the                       
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attempt of decapitation tried to take place." The healing comes out of recognition and grief. A national grief of a major                     

Holocaust. And a statue and not belittling that feeling. Because 500 years from now, Africans would make a movie                   

beyond this, better movie, in this continent, to exorcise. They will find out that they can't Sankofa, they can't go                    

forward without resolving the past. 

Haile Gerima:  

This is what disrupts harmony between races. Beyond even grown up people. For example, I have made my policy to                    

discuss saying white, black, Native Americans. Because there's so much politics about class, this... I think people                 

need to discuss…Black people in closets say something, white people say something else. I've been in two societies,                  

I just say, "There is a fundamental problem between races. And there's white, there's black. In my experience trying                   

to distribute this movie, I just got evicted by United Artist, just because it's a movie about slavery. And they kept... I                      

have the words, I have taped all my interaction with them, it's all documented. I didn't get money in the American                     

granting system. From American Playhouse to PBS, CBB, because it is an issue that they will not deal. 

Haile Gerima:  

Otherwise... and I'm not trying to say this movie and myself because it's also worse thing on black filmmakers to have                     

an ego and say, "Well, I should have been the one given because my issue was more important." I'm just saying over                      

ten years of my applying at CBB, American Playhouse, I was neither the worst nor the best. I was in the middle, one.                       

Two, the fact that the African American Holocaust. The African Diaspora Holocaust. The African Holocaust has never                 

been addressed. "I should have been supported," no. I had to go to Africa, Europe. Nine years just to find the seed                      

money. When I did this movie, you sit here and see this movie, with all these problems. I never had anything beyond                      

$170,000, is the biggest I had. $170,000 and I was praying just for $400,000, $500,000. I'm not one of those kind of                      

filmmakers that can crack up if they don't a million or two million. 

Haile Gerima:  

I start. And I could not start because I only had $170,000 committed money as a seed. At no time did I have anything                        

beyond that when I had to finish my movie. What I will say about Charles Burnett was one time I was at Howard and                        

he called me out of nowhere. He's a very interesting friend that I've earned in the African American landscape. He                    

said to me, "When are you going to start shooting? Every summer I'm cranking up to go." But he finds me still sitting                       

at Howard. And he said to me, "When are you going to go? What happened to us? You made Killers of Sheep, you                       

made Bush Mama, and Harvest especially was the craziest one. You're a fast, recklessly making movies. What                 

happened to you? I hear you're trying to do a film on slavery. I think the whole idea of slavery enslaving you." 

Haile Gerima:  

It was like a whole injection, a hormone injection on my- 

Haile Gerima:  

And what I did was just went to Jamaica, a suicide mission to start the movie. To break the ice and not wait for                        

money that's not coming for me. If you ask me why was I not afforded... I have met some of my best friends, some                        

white, some blacks, who would lose what I call the center of their intellectual gravity by the sheer mentioning of                    

slavery, the word. As I went to HBO and places... I even entered a period when they ask me, "What's your movie                      

about?" I said, "Uh-oh, we've been talking good now." This lady... one lady said to me, she's watched my movie at                     
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Harvard, she's always watched my movies, she's not a producer and she always admires me. "What's your new                  

project?" "Uh... about the resistance of black people." That was the worst to say. 

Haile Gerima:  

"Do you have another script? Do you have more ideas?" And so to me I think the code words that was used, again,                       

this taught me the racial relationship. And to me, if there's anything that I would want my film to do is openly to                       

discuss the African Holocaust that I didn't even address profoundly because, I can tell you money, but I'm too proud                    

to say, "Well money made me not finish a film I set out to do." No, I'm proud of the film I did historically, within the                          

context of my reality. And the best friends I had, they came from the woodwork's. Ordinary black people and                   

progressive white and Puerto Rican's, they joined and made me... and Africans in Africa. Germans who helped me                  

with money. England. Italy from my previous work. Everything fall in place, enabled me to finish the movie. And I'm                    

not really talking about the bluesy part of it. I found out, in this movie, that white people and black people in this                       

country... 

Haile Gerima:  

Forget Native Americans. Native Americans... I went to film school with some of them and Charlie and me always                   

asked, "Where’s who? Where’s who?" And what you do is, if you don't... White or black, if you don't demand your kid                      

or at least prepare your kid, besides the Home Alone 1 and Home Alone 2 and Home Alone 3 and it will be 15 like 3                          

Musketeers.  

Haile Gerima:  

If you don't demand this culture to offer your children a movie, a single movie, of a decent magnitude made by a                      

Native American and how he or she seizes the world, there's a curse there. To just put them on a reservation and                      

make them totally non-existent in the landscape. Because I know, I tried to get... and I have four kids. What I'm trying                      

to do is I go all the way to Canada to find them decent Native American books. And it's hard. I try to find balancing                         

video and black movies or even the idea of how many white people know that for a black father or a mother, we go                        

out of our way to find a story where black people could be entitled to caress a dog. And the story of a dog like Benji. 

Haile Gerima:  

Do you think it's normal for little black kids... do you think the world will be normal for little white kids and little black                        

kids not to know that little black kids can make, also, history. Little black kids can also be sensitively a narrative link of                       

a host proportion of the story with a dog and elephant or a wolf. Whatever the story's demanding. The absence, the                     

denial of this human cultural…icons, to little girls and boys, is the most dangerous violence. Silent violence. You see,                   

this society can see physical violence and what this society has not been able to see is silent violence. Silent                    

violence is when a black person or a Native American feels... he has a TV, and he's watching TV, but he doesn't feel                       

part of it. And he's looking for himself. 

Haile Gerima:  

At one point he vicariously... he or she says, "Our desire through Farrah Fawcett. Our desire is through Tom Cruise."                    

Which perverts desire to begin with. So this whole elimination and the attempt of making colored people non-existent                  

as principle non-appendage, not Tanto kind of structure of representation, is a silent violence in visual terms that                  

usually takes place. 
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Haile Gerima:  

Now, I was, the other day, in a meeting. I would like to do a movie about how black men and black women... I mean, I                          

wish I was Native American because I think we could find an amazing story there. But I wanted to make a movie how                       

silently black people now, in this country, at every entrance of The Bell Curve, that pushes the genetic inferiority of                    

black people. You are a father driving your car, four kids, you want to hear a radio from a white lady who's very                       

intelligent in all programs. But today you turn the radio on and she's discussing Bell Curve. And the very discussion                    

violates you. You want to smash the car. You want to not live. And you want to hate and you're fighting not to hate.                        

So, to me, to have four kids and in their tender bone period, to hear Bell Curve that they are... before they grow up                        

they are doomed genetically. 

Haile Gerima:  

First, a black kid hears it, a white kid hears it, because when you disfigure somebody you disfigure yourself. To me, I                      

think, this whole one way discussion... it's not the republicans that bothers me. It's the liberal environment of                  

American that bothers me a great deal. Because I think conservatives come and go. The world will always have                   

Gingriches, to me like... you can manufacture modern Disneyland. It's not important. To me, I worry about where I                   

identify is with progressive white people who are liberals. What I want to find out is are liberal Americans questioning                    

their silent posture in racism? Are they using code words in excluding me in distribution? I made the movie, I did all                      

the free enterprise preaching, I was telling AJ, I did everything capitalism said. 

Haile Gerima:  

I went to Europe, I should be applauded, right? At least the Independent Film magazine. Yet, the Independent Film                   

magazine women canceled her appointment in Berlin and we're in competition over a million dollars budget. Fighting                 

over Malcolm X and Hafa in competition and 1,400 Germans that stood up, applauded for 15 minutes. The creative                   

idea of the production. Two African countries, for the first time, joining almost admitting and paying tribute to slavery.                   

And this is not history, beyond Haile Gerima. 

Haile Gerima:  

The African Holocaust. Look at Schindler's List. For example, black people call my movie Schindler's List, which I                  

think doesn't juxtapose for budget.... But, the Jewish community in New York who did a very profound thing that is                    

humanly correct. They said, "Well, I don't think I care about a German nice guy." But it's about the Holocaust of my                      

people. And I'm going to get mileage out of it for the never again theme. And what they did was had a major                       

intellectual discussion throughout New York. Using the coming of that movie as a platform. 

Haile Gerima:  

Now, to me, this is what necessary in this movie for the end of discussion. Just say, leave the movie but discuss the                       

African Holocaust because it glimpsing touches it. So, to me, both white, black kids, Native Americans, the most                  

violent thing that happens to people besides being shot and getting killed is living. As you are a living body, being                     

excluded. Especially as a little boy, a little girl. To be excluded is the most violent thing. And I know that feeling very,                       

very well. I know what it means to exclude little kids. And even in my work in film, I'm always praying, not to hurt the                         

little white kid. Because to me, I don't want to be part of that planet where it disfigures little kids. 

Haile Gerima:  
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And I know do make all those mistakes. I'm sure in the way myself. But I think this silent violence where you whip                       

people, literally. Whipping is taking place mentally. That black men and black women in this country, who are not                   

whipped, are not listening to the environment. They're the code word of everybody that is talking about something.                  

About affirmative action, multiculturalism. They insult us so much it whips you. And so what kind of cultural                  

representation should come to balance this existence. To say, "Well, visually AJ should show that I visually get                  

whipped." Yet I am really in the boardrooms of National Public Radio as the only black person. And on one had I                      

want to keep the job. Everybody's been downsized including white people. The downsizing beings to curve to... we                  

know, in racial terms, what happens. 

Haile Gerima:  

So, to me, I think there's so much violence that is silent. Too much. I know the violence, the physical violence, is                      

some other problem, I'm not going to undermine that. When a kid shoots himself or herself at eight or ten, that's                     

violence. Teenage pregnancy's violence. But I think the silent culture of rape, of people, when a hostile television                  

rapes your hair, and makes doubts, puts doubt in your head about your hair.  

Haile Gerima:  

I've taught many students, I've seen some young filmmakers, women, who try to exorcise that rape. I've seen scripts                   

of black women, by and large. I don't know if you remember. A lot of black women, always their first script, when you                       

make them honestly address what is under. Which I demand, on my students. I say, "Don't tell me the soap opera.                     

What really is in there?" And a lot of black women have this amazing, unresolved, contribution on hair. But who                    

wouldn't if you saw it on television? "Hair that's strong..." Who wouldn't be violated? To be just pitted against the                    

whole criteria of beauty. The fact that even… a nice lady, fighting slavery, her reference about white handsome men                   

is what? A handsome Greek looking. In America, this is an American writer. She says, "A handsome, Greek looking.                   

A handsome, Roman looking." And I was trying to find how white people divide into Roman and Greek. I really still                     

don't know how one looks Roman, one looks Greek. She does that! 

Haile Gerima:  

And then she turns around and looks at black people in literal disfigurement, yet she cares. She says, "These                   

creatures." She calls black people. So, to me... This is 1900, but television does that to little black girls and little black                      

boys. Should I speak? Native Americans are the worst off. At least black people... I see in the community, black                    

people are trying to throw TV out and a lot of activities going on. Including my wife, who threw out the television. She                       

just said, "Why even. Our kids should read, should bicycle, should swim. That's what we can afford. No more TV. If                     

it's devouring your soul, we don't need it." And I protested a little bit because I like 60 Minutes. And she told me to go                         

to the neighbors and watch that. And she's right! I was being addicted. For 60 Minutes’ sake I'm losing my four kids.                      

But I think this is the insight. She's a filmmaker. She knew the visual process going on. 

Haile Gerima:  

And Nicky Germany's book that is out now, Race 101. Read that book. She is so honest. It's so important to speak in                       

those terms now. And so, to me, what is fundamental is the cultural aggression of a very hostile thing should be                     

believed by progressive people. If I say I think your aesthetic of what is a beautiful woman and what's ugly. What is a                       

good nose, what's ugly, what's a attractive woman. When my students write a script they will say, "Very attractive."                   

And I tell them to spell them. Very attractive, not expelling, but in sociological terms. What do you mean attractive?                    

What do you mean good hair? When you say she has good hair. Why is straight hair good hair only? You know? 
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Haile Gerima:  

You try to stabilize. Where did this young 22, 20 year old, 22 year old people, where did they get raped visually?                      

Where did this information come that says my nose is not acceptable to me. What kind of life would I lead? Shouldn't                      

I be thinking about going to space or climbing a mountain? Or writing your book at 20 something? Why would I be                      

bothered about not accepting who I am? And then why should that cultural hostility be tolerated? Why would we                   

make it the agenda of the day? That I think, fundamentally for me, the cultural destabilization of Americans is the                    

most frightening device of... racially decisive phenomenon taking place. And Hollywood has the right wing doll hair.                 

And then they have the left wing. I think the balance debate on Hollywood is very, very important. 

Arthur Jafa:  

Unfortunately we're out of time. I wish we have some more time, but unfortunately we don't. Thanks a lot and thanks                     

for your patience. Go see Sankofa. 

Haile Gerima:  

Also I want to say, really, I just hope that everybody takes it and... I'm trying to be honest, I just hope that it's                        

understood in the context of my work. I think I make movies to advance exclusions. Non-existent. I made, as a                    

filmmaker…non-existent. I'm used to it. I'm older and I can take it. But I think little kids that I teach at Howard                      

University that want to- especially since Spike Lee, a lot of young kids want to be filmmakers. And I think their                     

aspiration to be cut down on 99% because I do believe whites also... there are no white filmmakers who can get the                      

budget. But you talk about proportionately, 99% black kids would not get to direct any movie they want to make                    

but…and I think that should be carefully looked. And I know, in the end, it's the African American community that has                     

to balance from the 1910 to 1945 experience if, I would say, our system continues to exclude black people. The most                     

logical thing is to start their own and invite everybody without racistly saying it's a black movie. I think we should                     

make our own movie and invite the world that has courage to cross over to see how we see the world.  
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